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We report, using extensive molecular dynamics simulations of a one-component model system, a
order liquid-liquid phase transition. Specifically, by evaluating the pressure-density isotherms ab
and below a critical temperature, we find the presence of two coexisting phases differing by,15% in
density. Moreover, system points in an unstable region decompose into two different spatially separ
phases. We identify the two phases, characterized by different local structures and local dynamic
studying the static structure factorSsqd at small wave vectorq. [S0031-9007(97)02805-6]
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There is increasing interest in the properties of netwo
forming liquids at low temperatures [1]. In the case
water, several studies [2–8] are germane to the hypoth
[2] that in addition to the known critical pointC, a second
critical point C0 might possibly occur at low temperatu
T [9]. Despite these studies, the evidence suppor
the possibility of a liquid-liquid critical point in a one
component system is not conclusive. In this Lett
we report an extensive evaluation of the equilibriu
equation of state and structure factor obtained fr
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of a system
1728 molecules which interact through the ST2 poten
[10,11]. To obtain high-quality statistics, we perform fi
to eight independentsimulations for each state point (s
Table I). Compared to previous studies [2], the numer
error is decreased by a factor of 10, allowing for a prec
determination of the lowT equation of state. We find tha
in this one-component liquid model, a transition exi
between two distinct liquid phases that differ in dens
and therefore support the hypothesis of a liquid-liq
critical point.

In Fig. 1(a), we show equilibrium isotherms of pre
sure P as a function of density,r, for three differ-
ent temperatures,T  290, 250, and 235 K. The local
slopes are calculated by determining the structure fac
Ssqd, and using the relationKT  rkTSs0d, whereKT ;
r21s≠ry≠PdT is the isothermal compressibility andk
Boltzmann’s constant. Note that on decreasingT , an in-
flection develops. AtT  235 K, we see from Fig. 1(b)
that P does not increase over a range of,15% in r, pro-
viding evidence outside the numerical error for the ex
tence of a first-order transition between two liquids. W
note that the density difference in the coexistence reg
coincides with systems of216 molecules [2].

The three simulated state points in the unstable reg
at r  0.975, 1.00, and1.025 gycm3 for T  235 K, un-
dergo phase separation during the equilibration proc
and show a marked increase inSsqd at very small q
[Fig. 2(a)]. Our simulations show that the system s
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arates into two coexisting phases separated by an in
face. Mass conservation fixes the relative amount of
two different phases. The two coexisting phases are in
namic equilibrium so molecules exchange between pha
over time. To identify the composition and structure
each phase, we separate molecules into two groups acc
ing to the number of neighborsnOO within 0.34 nm of
each molecule, averaged over a time of 200 ps [15]. D
ing 200 ps, molecules diffuse less than one molecular d
meter, a distance much smaller than the characteristic
of each of the two coexisting phases. As a classificat

TABLE I. Properties of simulated state points.U is the
configurational part of the internal energy,D the diffusivity,
andNruns is the number of independent runs carried out for ea
state point. The statistical error forU is less than 0.01 kJymol
for all points. TheT  235 K simulations are for 1 ns after
equilibrium, except for ther  1.00 gycm3 which was run
for 1.5 ns. The higherT simulations are fun for 200 ps fo
equilibration and then for an additional 400 ps to evaluate
quantities reported here.

T r P U D
(K) sgycm3d (MPa) kJymol s1025 cm2ysd Nruns

235 0.900 183 6 9 243.66 0.02 6 0.005 1
235 0.925 219 6 3 243.19 0.03 6 0.005 5
235 0.950 231 6 2 242.66 0.06 6 0.007 7
235 0.975 221 6 3 242.06 0.10 6 0.008 5
235 1.000 223 6 2 241.65 0.14 6 0.008 8
235 1.025 225 6 2 241.28 0.18 6 0.01 5
235 1.075 229 6 3 240.63 0.27 6 0.01 5
235 1.100 241 6 2 240.44 0.30 6 0.02 8

250 0.925 129 6 4 241.03 0.12 6 0.01 5
250 0.975 163 6 4 240.19 0.29 6 0.01 5
250 1.025 182 6 4 239.45 0.45 6 0.02 5
250 1.075 210 6 5 238.99 0.60 6 0.03 5

290 0.925 23 6 2 235.92 5
290 0.975 75 6 3 235.54 5
290 1.025 129 6 3 235.25 5
290 1.075 195 6 3 235.07 5
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2409
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FIG. 1. (a) P-r isotherms forT  290 K (¶), T  250 K
(h), T  235 K (±). The local slopes (heavy line segment
are calculated from the extrapolatedq ! 0 values ofSsqd—
a 10% error is made in determiningSs0d. Error bars forP
are calculated from averages over independent time inter
and independent samples. Also shown (light line) is a spline
between the state points. (b) Detail of 235 K isotherm, show
the three state points within the coexistence region (h). Note
that Psr  0.95 gycm3d . Psr  0.975 gycm3d, well outside
the numerical error.

criterion, we say that molecules withnOO , 4.4 are in the
low-density liquid phase, and molecules withnOO $ 4.4
are in the high-density liquid phase [16].

To assess the spatial arrangement of these two gro
and to support the choice of the classification criteri
we evaluateSsqd for each of the two groups of molecule
We find [Fig. 2(b)] thatSsqd for each group has a stron
q dependence at smallq, confirming the presence of spa
tial correlations among molecules in each group.Ssqd for
each of the two groups decreases by more than 2 or
of magnitude fromq  2.0 to q  6.0 nm21, suggesting
that the size of the correlated region is comparable to
2410
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FIG. 2. (a) Smallq static structure factor,Ssqd, for the three
samples within the unstable region atT  235 K. Note the
significant scattering atq of the order of the inverse of the
system size. (b) Semi-log plot ofSsqd evaluated for each of
the two coexisting phases atT  235 K and r  0.975, 1.00,
and1.025 gycm3. The open symbols represent the low-densi
phase and the filled symbols the high-density phase. Note t
the smallq scattering for each of the two phases is consiste
with the Ssqd of the entire system, supporting the identificatio
of the increase inSsqd with the presence of phase separation.

size of the simulated system. Moreover, the values
q for which there is an increase inSsqd for each group
is the same range inq whereSsqd for the entire system
increases, supporting the hypothesis that the two grou
of molecules offer a correct description of the two phase

To better visualize the phase-separated structure,
show in Fig. 3 the spatial arrangement of the low
and high-density phases for several densities along
T  235 K isotherm. Visual inspection confirms tha
the metastable state withr  0.95 gycm3 is indeed a
homogeneous single phase, while the three states
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FIG. 3. Snapshots of the MD configuration after 1 ns f
selected densities spanning the coexistence region atT 
235 K. For clarity, only the oxygen atom on each wat
molecule is shown. Molecules of the high-density phase
lightly shaded, molecules of the low-density phase are da
For the three state points within the coexistence region,
show only the low-density molecules to highlight the presen
of the two coexisting phases. Note that the state pointr 
0.95 gycm3 does not show significant space correlation.

the unstable region (r  0.975, 1.00, and 1.025 gycm3)
display two separated phases.

We find that the first-order transition is between tw
liquid phases [17]. State points on the two sides of
coexistence region exhibit diffusivities differing by a
order of magnitude. In contrast to simple liquids, th
high density phase,r $ 1.075 gycm3, is characterized
by higher molecular mobility [18]. Interestingly, th
diffusivity of the two groups of molecules, identified fo
r  0.975 gycm3, differs by a factor of 6 over a time o
500 ps.

Next we discuss the change in thenOO distribution,
psnOOd, asr increases along theT  235 K [Fig. 4(a)]
and T  290 K isotherms [Fig. 4(a) inset]. (i) For stat
points along theT  290 K isotherm,psnOOd is always
unimodal with a value of averagenOO that increases
monotonically with r. (ii) For state points along the
T  235 K isotherm andoutsidethe coexistence region
psnOOd is unimodal. On the low-density side of th
unstable region, the distribution is highly asymmetric a
exhibits an exponential tail. (iii) For state points alon
theT  235 K isotherm andinsidethe coexistence region
psnOOd becomes bimodal, reflecting the fact that the
are two underlying distributions representing each of
two phases that are present in the phase-separated sy
Moreover, a weighted linear superposition ofpsnOOd
describing the states at either end of the coexistence re
r
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FIG. 4. (a) Distribution,psnOOd, of the coordination number,
nOO , at T  235 K. The curves forpsnOOd are smoothed
by averaging over adjacent bins with bin size 0.01. No
that for r  0.925 gycm3, psnOOd is sharply peaked around
nOO ø 4 with an exponentially decreasing tail, while atr 
1.10 gycm3 the distribution is unimodal. For0.95 gycm3 ,
r , 1.075 gycm3; psnOOd is not singly peaked about any
one value, suggesting more than one underlying distributio
Inset: psnOOd for the 290 K isotherm. Note the unimoda
distributions for each density. (b) Linear superposition
psnOOd for equal weightings ofr  0.95 gycm3 and r 
1.075 gycm3. For the purpose of this superpositionpsnOOd,
for r  1.075 gycm3, is shifted to lowernOO values by 0.60
to bring the distribution,psnOOd, to its estimated form at the
high-density side of the coexistence region. Thessd symbol
is psnOOd for r  0.975 gycm3 from (a) and theshd symbol
is the linear superposition. The close fit is consistent with
underlying phase separated system.

reproduces the bimodal distribution of the phase separa
states inside the coexistence region [Fig. 4(b)] [19].

In summary, we have established the existence o
liquid-liquid phase transition in the one-component ST
model of liquid water and that state points inside th
coexistence region evolve in time and separate into t
2411
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phases characterized by different densities, structures,
mobilities.
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